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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

~tate 1/iu~get an~ Oinntrnl Lar~ 
DIVISION OF GENERAL SERVICES 

CARROLL A. CAMPBELl.. JR., CHAIRMAN 
OOVE.RNOR 

GRADY L. PATtl!RSON,~ 
ST A T1! T1U3ASURER 

EARLE E. MORRIS, JR. 
COMPTROI.J...I3R OBNBRAL 

March 13, 1992 

Mr . . Richard w. Kelly 
Director 

RJCHARD W. IC.El.LY 
DIVISION DIRBCroR 

MATI!RJALS MANAGEMENT OFFICB 
1201 MAIN STREET, SUTil! 600 

COLUMBIA, SOlJllf CAROLINA 29201 
(103) 737-0600 

JAMES J. PORTH, JR. 
ASSISTANT DIVISION DIRBCroR 

Division of General Services 
1201 Main Street, Suite 420 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Dear Rick: 

JOHN DRUMMOND 
CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE 

WILUAM D. BOAN 
CHAIRMAN, WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE 

UTJlfER F. CARTER 
EXECIJJ1VI3 DIRBCroR 

I have attached the procurement audit report of the South 
Carolina Educational Television Network as prepared by the Office 
of Audit and Certification. The Agency did not request 
certification above the $2,500.00 limit so I recommend that the 
report be presented to the Budget and Control Board for 
information. 

;Fj:;;; . 
James J. F~. 
Assistant Division Director 
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OOVERNOR CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMTITEI! 

ORADY L PAlTERSON, JR. 
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EARU! E. MORRIS, JR. 
COMP11lOUJ!R OENHR.AL RICHARD W. KELLY 

DIVJSION DIRECTOR 

MA TER1ALS MANAGEMENT . OPFICB 
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(103) 737~ 

JAMES J. PORlli, JR. 
ASSISTANT DIVJSION DIRECTOR 

March 10, 1992 

Mr. James J. Forth, Jr. 
Assistant Division Director 
Division of General Services 
1201 Main Street, Suite 600 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Dear Jim: 

Wll.UAM D. BOAN 
CHAIRMAN, WAYS AND MEANS COMMITillE 

UJlHEJl F. CARTER. 
EXECl111VE DIRECTOR 

We have examined the procurement policies and procedures of 

the South Carolina Educational Television Network for the period 

July 1, 1989 - June 30, 1991. As part of our examination, we 

studied and evaluated the system of internal control over 

procurement transactions to the extent we considered necessary. 

The evaluation was to establish a basis for reliance upon 

the system of internal control to assure adherence to the 

Consolidated Procurement Code and State and internal 

procurement policy. Additionally, the evaluation was used in 

determining the nature, timing and extent of other auditing 

procedures necessary for developing an opinion on the adequacy, 

efficiency and effectiveness of the procurement system. 

The administration of the South Carolina Educational 

Television 

STATI! 
PROClJRI!MENT 

Network 

INFORMATION 
TI!OiNOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 

is responsible 

STATI! ol FEDERAL 
SURPLUS 

PROPERTY 

CENTIU.l. SUPPLY 
ol Wll:.RAGENCY 
MAIL SERVICE 

for establishing 

OFFICE OF AUDIT 
ol CERTIFICATION 

INSTALLMENT 
PURrnASE 
PROGRAM 

and 



maintaining a system of internal control over procurement 

transactions. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and 

judgements by management are required to assess the expected 

benefits and related costs of control procedures. The objectives 

of a system are to provide management with reasonable, but not 

absolute, assurance of the integrity of the procurement process, 

that affected assets are safeguarded against loss from 

unauthorized use or disposition and that transactions are 

executed in accordance with management's authorization and are 

recorded properly. 

Because of inherent limitations in any system of internal 

control, errors or irregularities may occur and not be detected. 

Also; projection of any evaluation of the system to future 

periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become 

inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the degree of 

compliance with the procedures may deteriorate. 

Our study and evaluation of the system of internal control 

over procurement transactions, as well as our overall examination 

of procurement policies and procedures, were conducted with 

professional care. However, because of the nature of audit 

testing, they would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in 

the system. 

The examination did, however, disclose conditions enumerated 

in this report which we believe need correction or improvement. 
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Corrective action based on the recommendations described in 

these findings will in all material respects place the South 

Carolina Educational Television Network in compliance with the 

South Carolina Consolidated Procurement Code and ensuing 

regulations. 

:~e~. Manager 
Audit and Certification 
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INTRODUCTION 

We conducted an examination of the internal procurement 

operating procedures of the South Carolina Educational Television 

Network. Our on-site review was conducted July 23, 1991 through 

August 7, 1991, and was made under authority as described in 

Section 11-35-1230 ( 1) of the South Carolina Consolidated 

Procurement Code and Regulation 19-445.2020. 

The examination was directed principally to determine 

whether, in all material respects, the procurement system ' s 

internal controls were adequate and the procurement procedures, 

as outlined in the Internal Procurement Operating Procedures 

Manual, were in compliance with the South Carolina Consolidated 

Procurement Code and its ensuing regulations. 

Additionally our work was directed toward assisting the 

South Carolina Educational Television Network in promoting the 

underlying purposes and policies of the Code as outlined in 

Section 11-35-20, which include: 

(1) to ensure the fair and equitable treatment of all 
persons who deal with the procurement system of 
this State 

(2) to provide increased economy in state procurement 
activities and to maximize to the fullest extent 
practicable the purchasing values of funds of the 
State 

(3) to provide safeguards for the maintenance of a 
procurement system of quality and integrity with 
clearly defined rules for ethical behavior on the 
part of all persons engaged in the public 
procurement process 
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SCOPE 

We conducted our examination in accordance with Generally 

Accepted Auditing Standards as they apply to compliance audits. 

Our examination encompassed a detailed analysis of the internal 

procurement operating procedures of and the related policies and 

procedures manual to the extent we deemed necessary to formulate 

an opinion on the adequacy of the system to properly handle 

procurement transactions. 

We selected judgemental samples for the period July 1, 

1989 - June 30, 1991, of procurement transactions for compliance 

testing and performed other audit procedures that we considered 

necessary to formulate this opinion. Our review of the system 

included, but was not limited to, the following areas: 

(1) All sole source and emergency procurements and trade-in 
sales for the period July 1, 1988 - June 30, 1991 

(2) Property management and fixed asset procedures; traced 
fifteen equipment purchases to inventory records 

(3) Procurement transactions for the period July 1, 1989 -
June 30, 1991 as follows: 

a) Ninety-five payments for procurement transactions, each 
exceeding $500 

b) A block sample of five hundred and another of three 
hundred sequential purchase orders 

c) A special review of eighteen other special purchases for 
Code compliance 

(4) Minority Business Enterprise Plan and quarterly reports 

(5) Procurement staff and training 

(6) Internal procurement procedures manual 

5 



(7) Information Technology Plan 

(8) Three permanent improvement project procurements for 
compliance with the Manual for Planning and Execution 
of State Permanent Improvements 

SCOPE DISCLAIMER 

During the time of this audit, the South Carolina 

Educational Television Network (ETV) was under investigation by 

the State Law Enforcement Division and the State Auditors Office. 

After we completed our field work, three ETV employees were 

indicted by the Richland County Grand Jury. Since these 

authorities are investigating this matter, we did not audit it. 

ETV has not requested procurement certification that could be 

effected by the investigation. 
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SUMMARY OF AUDIT FINDINGS 

Our audit of procurement management at the South Carolina 

Educational Television Network, hereinafter referred to as ETV, 

produced findings and recommendations in the following areas: 

PAGE 

I. Compliance - Splitting Orders 9 

We noted two instances where groups 

of purchase orders should have been 

combined and competitively sealed bid 

since their totals exceeded the 

.ETV's certification limit of 

$2,500.00. 

II. Compliance - Sole Source and 
Emergency Procurements 

A. Unauthorized Sole Source Procurements 

Five sole source procurement 

determinations were dated after 

the services had begun. 

B. Artist's Services 

The procurement of eight various 

"artist" services should be 

handled another way rather than 

by sole source. 
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I 
c. Construction Emergencies Not Submitted 13 I to the State Engineer's Office 

Three construction related I 
emergency procurements were 

not submitted to the Office I 
of the State Engineer. 

I D. Determinations Not Dated 14 

Twenty-one determinations were I 
not dated by the approving 

authority. I 
E. Determinations Not Located 14 

Three sole source determin- I 
ations could not be located I 
by ETV. 
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RESULTS OF EXAMINATION 

I. Compliance - Splitting Orders 

We noted two instances where groups of purchases should have 

been combined and competitively sealed bid instead of being 

handled under the Code's small purchase procedures. 

groups are as follows: 

These two 

Group PO# PO Amount Voucher# Description 

( 1) 905098 $ 608.00 09874 Microphone 
905100 244.00 09852 Recorder case 
905183 1,774.00 09865 Microphones 
905189 2l455.00 09858 Tape recorder 

Total $ 5,o8Loo 

( 2 ) 905406 $ 2,000.00 09757 Repair loading dock 
905407 2,200.00 09716 Sandblast and paint 
905408 2l350.00 09781 Paint and sheetrock 

Total $ 6,55o.oo 

ETV allows departments or out of town stations to obtain 

information quotations on items and services. Then, they forward 

those to the purchasing officer for review and the issuance of 

purchase orders. In group (1), a radio station obtained informal 

written quotations on the items above from three bidders. The 

station selected the low bidder for each item(s) (except for PO 

905098 which was awarded to the second low bidder) and sent the 

requisition requests to the purchasing office to support the 

I purchase orders. The four separate purchases totalling $5,081.00 

were supported by the same three informal written quotations. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

In group (2), the purchases were awarded to the same three 

bidders who submitted informal written quotes for each separate 

job. All jobs, which totaled $6,550, were at the same location 

and quotes were requested at the same time. 
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Regulation 19-445.2100(a) states in part: 

Any procurement under this Regulation not exceeding 
$2,499.99 may be made by governmental bodies provided, 
however, that procurement requirements shall not be 
artificially divided by governmental bodies so as to 
constitute a small purchase under this Subsection. 
Procurements of supplies and services or construction 
initially estimated to exceed $2,499.99 shall not be made by 
the small purchase method, even though resulting awards do 
not exceed such amounts. 

We recommend that the departments and stations be notified 

of the above regulation and that they plan accordingly. 

Requirements should be combined when known and if the total 

estimate exceeds $2,500.00 requisitions should be forwarded to 

the Materials Management Office for competitive sealed bidding. 

Furthermore, since the collective amounts of these 

procurements exceeded ETV's basic certification of $2,500.00 they 

were unauthorized and must be submitted to the State Materials 

Management Officer for ratification in accordance with Regulation 

19-445.2015. 

Concur: This Agency 
was the determining 
vendors, was below 
ratification of these 

AGENCY RESPONSE 

had assumed that the amount of the contract 
factor and each P. 0. , issued to separate 
our $2,500 certification. Request for 
purchases has been forwarded to the MMO. 

II. Compliance - Sole Source and Emergency Procurements 

A. Unauthorized Sole Source Procurements 

We noted that the following five sole source procurements 

were supported by determinations dated after services had begun. 
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Purchase 
Voucher Order Determination Service 

Number Number Date Date Amount DescriQtion 

90829 08/08/88 07/01/88 $ 3,918.00 Maintenance 
agreement 

11337 08/24/90 8/20/90 2,700.00 Composer 
invoice services 

06173 09/13/89 7/1/89 - 15,038.00 Radio wire 
6/30/90 service 

90869 08/16/88 07/27/88 3,500.00 Tape & delay 
center 

13267 10/30/91 7/1/90- 2,880.00 Maintenance 
6/30/91 agreement 

Section 11-35-1560 (Sole Source Procurements) of the South 

Carolina Consolidated Procurement Code specifies who may declare 

sole source procurements. 

Since these procurements were not approved by the designated 

person prior to the start of the service, they were unauthorized. 

We recommend that ETV exercise caution to ensure prior 

approval of all future procurements. Further, we recommend that 

ETV request ratification from the State Materials Management 

Officer for these procurements in accordance with Regulation 19-

445.2015. 

Additionally, on May 11, 1989, ETV procured an audio 

analyzer for $1,995.00 on purchase order 894442. The 

accompanying sole source determination was not signed. Since 

this procurement was not approved as required by the Code, it was 

unauthorized. We recommend that ratification be requested from 

ETV's president in accordance with Regulation 19-445.2015. 

Also, one of the payments listed above as voucher number 

06173 was a late payment. The invoice was dated May 19, 1989, 

the sole source was dated September 13, 1989 and payment was made 

on March 1, 1990. 

11 



Section 11-35-45 of the Code requires that payment be made 

within 30 working days of satisfactory receipt. 

We recommend that ETV ensure that payments are made within 

that time period. 

AGENCY RESPONSE 

Concur: The five sole source procurements were incorrectly dated 
by the approving authority. There is no question that the sole 
source procurements were justified, only that the dates were not 
correct. We have forwarded these procurements to the MMO for 
ratification. In the future we will insure that the approval 
dates are correct. 

B. Artists' Services 

ETV has procured various services as sole sources. The 

items in question are as follows: 

Date Number Amount Description 

1) 09/01/88 91298 $3,000.00 Original music composition 
2) 09/01/88 91297 2,250.00 Script writer services 
3) 09/01/88 91296 4,300.00 Script writer services 
4) 09/01/88 91291 3,000.00 Puppeteer 
5) 08/17/88 90919 1,800.00 Original music scores 
6) 12/18/89 04261 3,900.00 Original music scores 
7) 08/30/90 11337 2,700.00 Original music composition 
8) 09/19/90 11848 8,850.00 Writer/producer 

Section 11-35-1560 of the Code requires that only a single 

supplier must exist for a sole source procurement to be 

justified. These artists may be uniquely qualified for the 

contracts listed above. However, we believe that we must develop 

a better selection procedure than sole sourcing all of these 

services. 

Acknowledging that selections based on artistic talent are 

made through auditions, not bids, on December 17, 1982, the South 

Carolina Budget and Control Board granted an exemption to the 
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I 
I South Carolina Arts Commission for professional artists. The 

Arts Commission maintains lists for approved artists which are 

I available to other governmental bodies. Therefore, procurements 
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of these services are exempt if approved by the Arts Commission. 

Accordingly, we recommend that ETV procure these services in 

accordance with the Code through the Arts Commission or request a 

delegation of that authority from the Arts Commission. 

AGENCY RESPONSE 

Concur: Meetings have been scheduled with the Arts Commission 
for their designation of exemption for actors and other TV talent 
from the code. 

c. Construction Emergencies Not Submitted to the State 
Engineer's Office 

We noted three construction related emergency procurements 

I which were not submitted to the Office of the State Engineer. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Date Voucher# PO# Amount DescriQtion 

07/10/90 09680 904053 $26,728.00 Clearing site and road 
construction 

07/11/90 10083 905400 8,928.70 Security fence 
07/02/90 10004 905096 13,000.00 Equipment shelter 

foundation and tower 
and site grounding 

All three emergencies were related to a tower which was 

destroyed during Hurricane Hugo. 

Section 1.11.F. of the Manual for Planning and Execution of 

State Permanent Improvements, Part II requires that ali 

construction related emergencies be reported to the Office of the 

State Engineer on their form SE-560 within ten days of the 

contract award. 

13 



Accordingly, we recommend that ETV comply with this 

requirement in the future. 

AGENCY RESPONSE 

Concur: In the future all Permanent Improvement Emergency and 
Sole Source Procurements will be submitted to the State 
Engineer's Office on form SE-560 for their information. 

D. Determinations Not Dated 

We noted twenty-one determinations which were not dated. 

The date is needed to determine proper authorization. 

We recommend that ETV fill out the determinations completely 

and accurately in the future. 

AGENCY RESPONSE 

Concur: We have taken action to insure that in the future, all 
Sole Source and Emergency determinations are dated. 

E. Determinations Not Located 

ETV could 

determinations. 

Date 

07/10/89 
02/22/89 
08/30/88 

PO# 

893492 
893109 
890678 

not locate 

Amount 

$49,510.00 
1,510.00 

10,640.00 

the following sole 

Description 

Television tube 
Repair 
Computer software 

source 

Section 11-35-1560 requires that a written determination for 

each sole source be prepared. Since these determinations could 

not be located, ETV could not document compliance with the Code. 

Because of this, we must consider these procurements exceptions. 
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We recommend that ETV institute procedures to safeguard 

these records. 

AGENCY RESPONSE 

Concur: Action has been taken to safeguard sole source 
determinations. Additionally, an extra copy of each sole source 
and emergency procurement package is now being maintained. 
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CONCLUSION 

As enumerated in our transmittal letter, corrective action 

based on the recommendations described in this report, we 

believe, will in all material respects place the South Carolina 

Educational Television Network in compliance with the 

Consolidated Procurement Code. 

ETV has not requested procurement certification above the 

basic limit of $2,500.00 that is allowed by the Procurement Code. 

Subject to corrective action listed in this report, we recommend 

that ETV be allowed to continue procuring goods and services, 

consultant services, construction and information technology up 

to that level. We will verify completion of this by performing a 

follow-up review before December 31, 1991. 
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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

~tate 'jfju~get ttn~ O!ontrnl ~ttr~ 
DIVISION OF GENERAL SERVICES 

CARROLL A. CAMPBBLL, JR., CHAIRMAN 
OOVERNOR 

ORADY 1. PATTt!RSON, JR. 
STA 11! TRI!ASUJU!R 

EARLE 1!. MORRIS, JR. 
COMPTitOLLER. OI!Nl!RAL 

March 10, 1992 

RJCHARD W. ltELLY 
DIVISION DIRECTOR 

MATERJALS MANAGEMENT OFfiCI! 
1201 MAIN STRI!I!T, SUlTE 600 

COLUMBIA, SOtmf CAROUNA 29201 
(103) 737.()600 

JAMES J. PORn!, JR. 
ASSIST ANI" DIVISION DIRECTOR 

Mr. James J. Forth, Jr. 
Assistant Division Director 
Division of General Services 
1201 Main Street, Suite 600 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Dear Jim: 

JOHN DRUMMOND 
CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITn!B 

WILUAM D. BOAN 
CHAIRMAN, WAYS AND MEANS COMMITn!B 

UITHER. F. CARTER 
EXECl1t1VI! DIRECTOR 

We have returned to the South Carolina Educational Television 
Network to determine the progress made toward implementing the 
recommendations in our audit report covering the period of July 
1, 1989 - June 30, 1991. During this visit, we followed up on 
each recommendation made in the audit report through inquiry, 
observation and limited testing. 

We observed that the Agency has made substantial progress toward 
correcting the problem areas found and improving the internal 
controls over the procurement system. With the changes made, the 
system's internal controls should be adequate to ensure that 
procurements are handled in compliance with the Consolidated 
Procurement Code and ensuing regulations. 

Therefore, we recommend that the Educational Television Network 
be allowed to continue making procurements of goods and services, 
consultants, and information technology up to the basic limit of 
$2,500.00 as authorized by the Code. 

~;~~e~~ 
R.~~~~ Shea! Manager 
Audit and Certi 1cation 

RVS/jjrn 

STATE 
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